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Graduate School of Nanobioscience, Yokohama City University, Yokohama, JapanABSTRACT The Rad51 ATPase plays central roles in DNA homologous recombination. Yeast Rad51 dimer structure in the
active form of the filament was constructed using homology modeling techniques, and all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations were performed using the modeled structure. We found two crucial interaction networks involving ATP: one is among the
g-phosphate of ATP, Kþ ions, H352, and D374; the other is among the adenine ring of ATP, R228, and P379. Multiple MD simu-
lations were performed in which the number of bound Kþ ions was changed. The simulated structures suggested that Kþ ions are
indispensable for the stabilization of the active dimer and resemble the arginine and lysine fingers of other P-loop containing
ATPases and GTPases. MD simulations also showed that the adenine ring of ATP mediates interactions between adjacent pro-
tomers. Furthermore, in MD simulations starting from a structure just after ATP hydrolysis, the opening motion corresponding to
dissociation from DNA was observed. These results support the hypothesis that ATP and Kþ ions function as glue between
protomers.INTRODUCTIONHomologous recombination, in which DNA strands are
exchanged between a pair of homologous sequences, is
crucial for both the repair of damaged DNA and the mainte-
nance of genomic diversity. The DNA strand exchange reac-
tion in homologous recombination is mainly catalyzed by
ATPases that are known as recombinases. The processes
in the DNA strand exchange that involve recombinases are
evolutionally conserved (1). After double-strand breaks in
DNA, a free 30 end of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) is
generated by a nuclease that degrades the 50 end of the
complementary strand. Recombinases bind to ssDNA and
form a nucleo-protein filament called a presynaptic filament
that searches for the homologous intact double-stranded
DNA (dsDNA). Next, strand invasion of the ssDNA into
dsDNA occurs, and DNA strands are subsequently
exchanged between the ssDNA and dsDNA. Therefore,
a presynaptic filament comprising recombinases and ssDNA
is key in the DNA strand exchange reaction.
The recombinase protein family consists of Rad51 for
eukaryotes, RadA for archaea, and RecA for bacteria. The
primary sequence of Rad51 is more homologous to RadA
than to RecA. The sequence identities between Rad51
and RadA and between Rad51 and RecA are ~40% and
~20%, respectively (2). All three recombinases share
a core domain exhibiting ATPase activity. RecA has an addi-Submitted September 11, 2012, and accepted for publication February 7,
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. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.tional C-terminal DNA-binding domain that is absent in
Rad51 and RadA. In contrast, Rad51 and RadA have an
extra N-terminal DNA-binding domain that is completely
different from the C-terminal domain of RecA.
After the first report of an x-ray crystallographic structure
of RecA (3), a number of recombinase structures have been
reported for two decades (4–7). Electron microscopy (EM)
studies revealed that the recombinase filament adopts two
different forms; one is extended with a helical pitch of
~90–100 A˚, and the other is compressed with a helical pitch
of ~70–80 A˚ (4,8). The extended form is observed in the
presence of DNA and ATP and corresponds to the active
presynaptic form. In contrast, in the presence of ADP or
in the absence of nucleotides, recombinases form the
compressed inactive filament. Most of the crystal structures
of RecA exhibit a helical pitch of ~70–80 A˚, corresponding
to the compressed inactive form. In those inactive structures,
the nucleotide-binding site is located at the side of the fila-
ment, not at the interface between protomers. An exception
is a recently determined structure of the DNA-RecA
complex, which adopts the extended active form (9). In
the structure, ATP (actually, ADP and AlF4 are bound in
the crystal structure) is located at the interface of protomers
and functions as glue connecting the RecA protomers in
the recombinase filament. The phosphates of ATP are bound
to the Walker A or P-loop motif of one protomer and to two
lysine side chains of the other adjacent protomer (Fig. S1
in the Supporting Material). The recognition of the ATP
g-phosphate by two lysine residues of the adjacent protomer
is similar to that of the arginine fingers of ATP synthase (10)
and Ras-GAP complex (11). However, because the two
lysine residues are specific for RecA (Fig. S1), Rad51 and
RadA adopt another method for recognizing the ATP
g-phosphate.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.02.014
Modeling and Molecular Dynamics of Rad51 1557The crystal structure of yeast Rad51 exhibits a signifi-
cantly more extended form with a helical pitch of ~130 A˚
(12,13), which is unlikely to be the active form. In addition,
no nucleotide is bound to the structure. Recently, using site-
specific linear dichroism spectroscopy, a filament model of
human Rad51 was constructed (14). Because this study
focused on overall arrangements of Rad51 protomers in
the filament, the ATP-binding site was not investigated in
detail. Thus, at present, the recognition mechanism of
ATP in Rad51 is not understood in a detailed fashion. In
this study, we investigate ATP recognition in Rad51 using
homology modeling and molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions with explicit solvent. In homology modeling, we used
a crystal structure of RadA (5) as a reference structure. The
RadA crystal structures adopt a properly extended form with
a helical pitch of ~90–100 A˚, and either an ATP analog or
ADP is bound to the interface of protomers (6). Depending
on the solvent conditions, one or two potassium ions or one
calcium ion is located in the vicinity of the ATP g-phosphate
(5–7). Therefore, in RadA, these cations are likely to act as
the lysine finger in RecA. In this study, by referencing
a monomeric structure in the yeast Rad51 crystal structure
and the relative arrangement of protomers in the RadA
crystal structure, we constructed a dimer model of yeast
Rad51 as a minimal unit of an active form of the Rad51 fila-
ment. Next, multiple MD simulations were performed of the
modeled structures under different conditions, including the
presence or absence of cations in the vicinity of the g-phos-
phate. We address the questions of what condition stabilizes
the Rad51 filament, whether cations also play roles in recog-
nition of the ATP g-phosphate in Rad51, and what are other
factors in the role of ATP as a glue connecting protomers.
Finally, we discuss effects of ATP hydrolysis on the active
form of the Rad51 filament.TABLE 1 Summary of MD simulations
Simulation
Number
of Kþ Nucleotide
Initial
structure
Simulation
times Repeat
K2NATPIM 2 ATP Model 100 ns 2
K1NATPIM 1 ATP Model 100 ns 2
K0NATPIM 0 ATP Model 100 ns 3
K2NADPþPiIM 2 ADP, Pi Model 100 ns 2
K2NADPIM 2 ADP Model 100 ns 2
K2N-IM 2 – Model 100 ns 2
K2NATPIC 2 ATP Crystal 100 ns 2
K0NATPIR357 0 ATP Modela 100 ns 1
aThe side chain of R357 was oriented toward the g-phosphate of ATP.METHODS
The yeast Rad51 dimer structure in the active form of the filament was
modeled using the homology modeling techniques. For reference struc-
tures, the structures of a protomer and dimer were extracted from the crystal
structure of the yeast Rad51 filament (PDBID: 3LDA) and the archaeal
RadA filament (PDBID: 1XU4), respectively. Sequence alignments
between Rad51 and RadA were performed using the program BLAST
(Fig. S2) (15). The identity and similarity of the alignment were 40% and
59%, respectively. Because gap residues in the alignment (4%) were located
at the surface far from the interface of the dimer, the insertions and dele-
tions have little impact on the modeling. We compared the BLAST results
with the alignment generated using ClustalX (16), T-COFFEE (17), and
MUSCLE (18). All of the alignments were essentially the same, and the
slight difference in the alignments (e.g., terminal residues) did not affect
homology modeling. Thirty dimer structures were built with the program
MODELER (19) using multiple templates, i.e., two monomeric Rad51
crystal structures, and a dimeric RadA crystal structure. Among the 30 built
structures, we selected three candidate structures in which the side-chain
configurations of the five important interface residues, D280, S192,
R228, H352, and D374 resembled those of the RadA crystal structure
and the side chain of R188 did not overlap with the ATP. From those candi-
dates, we then chose the best structure in terms of the MODELER scorefunction. The geometrical quality of the model evaluated using
PROCHECK (20) was similar to that of the crystal structures (Table S1).
ATP, magnesium, and potassium ions were inserted into the modeled
Rad51 structure by referencing the RadA crystal structure.
The modeled structure of the yeast Rad51 dimer was subjected to all-
atom MD simulations with explicit water. The conditions of the MD
simulations are summarized in Table 1. All of the MD simulations were per-
formed with the program MARBLE (21) using CHARMM22/CMAP for
proteins (22), CHARMM27 for nucleotides and ions (23), and TIP3P for
water (24) as the force-field parameters. Electrostatic interactions were
calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald method. The Lennard-Jones
potential was smoothly switched to zero over the range 8–10 A˚. The sym-
plectic integrator for rigid bodies was used for constraining the bond
lengths and angles involving hydrogen atoms. The time step was 2.0 fs.
The procedures of the MD simulations were as follows: The initial struc-
tures were immersed in a water box. Kþ and Cl ions were added to the
systems such that the KCl concentration of the resulting system was
150 mM. The resulting systems contained ~66,000 atoms. For equilibration,
the systems were gradually heated to 293 K for 100 ps under the NVT
ensemble with constraints on the positions of solute atoms. Subsequent
MD simulations were performed for 100 ps under the NPT ensemble using
the same constraints. Next, the constraints on the L1 and L2 loops in Rad51
were gradually decreased over a period of 100 ps, and finally, the
constraints on all other solute atoms were gradually removed over a period
of 100 ps. After the equilibration, 100 ns product runs were performed at
1 atm and 293 K. Each simulation was repeated as shown in Table 1.
To analyze the opening motions in ADP-bound simulations, principal
component analysis (PCA) was performed. First, structures in the trajectory
of simulation K2NATPIM were averaged, and snapshots of simulations
K2NATPIM, K2NADPþPiIM, and K2NADPIM were aligned to the average struc-
ture using least square fits of the core domain of protomer A (see Fig. 1). A
covariance matrix of the core domain of protomer B from the average struc-
ture was then calculated and diagonalized to obtain principal modes. There-
fore, principal modes represent the major motions of protomer B relative to
protomer A. To estimate how much principal modes resemble random
diffusion, their cosine contents were calculated. Hess has shown that for
random diffusion on a flat potential surface, the first few principal compo-
nents are represented by cosines with the number of periods equal to half
the principal component index (25). The cosine content ci of principal
component i is given by the following equation:
ci ¼ 2
T
 XT
t¼ 1
cos

i
T  1pt

piðtÞ
!2 XT
t¼ 1
p2i ðtÞ
!1
where T is the length of the simulation, and pi(t) is the amplitude of the
motion along principal mode i at time t. The cosine content is in the rangefrom 0 (no similarity to a cosine) to 1 (a perfect cosine).
To complement the MD simulations, electrostatic energies of the
modeled structures with different numbers of bound Kþ ions wereBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1556–1565
FIGURE 1 Homology modeling of yeast Rad51 dimer. The modeled
structure (green (protomer A); cyan (protomer B)) was superimposed
onto the crystal structure (gray). The binding mode of F144 in the polymer-
ization motif is unchanged between the modeled and crystal structures
(upper left). Protomer B pivots relative to protomer A, resulting in the
movements of residues (H352, D374, P379, and E380) of protomer B at
the ATP-binding site (right). In the modeled structure, the side chain of
H352 in protomer B interacts with the ATP g-phosphate, and the two Kþ
mediate interactions between the ATP and D374 of protomer B and between
ATP and the main chain of H352 (upper right). P379 of protomer B and
R228 of protomer A sandwiched the adenine ring of ATP (lower left).
1558 Kokabu and Ikeguchicalculated using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation method implemented in
CHARMM (26). The ion concentration in the Poisson-Boltzmann calcula-
tions was set at 100 mM. The protein and water dielectric constants were 1
and 80, respectively. For comparison, electrostatic energies of the P-loop
containing ATPases and GTPases (RecA, RadA, Ras_RasGAP, and F1
ATPase) were also calculated using the same procedure. The PDB struc-
tures of RecA, RadA, Ras_RasGAP, and F1ATPase used were 3CMW,
1XU4, 1WQ1, and 2JDI, respectively. To evaluate the effects of positive
charges supplied by the arginine and lysine fingers of adjacent protomers
in RecA, Ras_RasGAP, and F1ATPase, electrostatic energies of arginine
or lysine mutants to alanine were compared with those of their wild-types.
The mutant structures were generated by simply removing side chains
beyond Cb. In RadA, electrostatic energies of structures in which one or
two bound Kþ ions removed were compared with those of the original
crystal structure.RESULTS
Homology modeling of yeast Rad51 dimer
An active dimer model of yeast Rad51 was constructed with
homology modeling techniques combining a monomeric
structure extracted from the crystal structure of yeast
Rad51 (PDB ID: 3LDA) and the relative arrangement of
a dimeric structure from the archaeal RadA crystal filament
in the active form (PDB ID: 1XU4) (Fig. 1). Because each
protomer of the target yeast Rad51 dimer has the same
sequence as the reference yeast Rad51 crystal structure,
except for the missing L1 and L2 loops and H352 mutations
in the crystal structure, the modeled protomer structures
closely resemble the Rad51 crystal structure. Ca-root
mean-square deviations (RMSDs) between the modeledBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1556–1565protomer and crystal structure were 0.67 5 0.16 A˚. In
contrast, the relative arrangements of two protomers in the
modeled dimer structures were more similar to that of the
RadA crystal structure than the Rad51 crystal structure,
because the dimer of the RadA crystal structure was used
as one of the template structures, and in the monomeric
Rad51 crystal structure used as another template, there
was no information on the relative arrangement of two pro-
tomers in the dimer. Ca-RMSDs of the core domain in the
modeled dimer to the corresponding part of the RadA
crystal structure were 0.97 5 0.01 A˚, whereas those to
the Rad51 crystal structure were 1.52 5 0.03 A˚.
Because no nucleotide is bound to the crystal structure of
yeast Rad51, the ATP-binding site of Rad51 was modeled
with reference to that of RadA. The protomer in which
ATP is bound to the P-loop motif is referred to as protomer
A, and the other protomer is referred to as protomer B.
Although the original crystal structure of yeast Rad51 is
more extended than the active form observed in EM studies,
the helical pitch of the modeled structure is ~109 A˚ corre-
sponding to the helical pitch of the active form. The binding
mode of the polymerization motif (e.g., F144), which is
a hot spot of interactions between adjacent protomers (27)
is unchanged between the original crystal and modeled
structures (Fig. 1). In the modeled structure, protomer
B pivots about the polymerization motif relative to protomer
A in contrast to the original crystal structure. Accordingly,
the binding sites of the g-phosphate (e.g., H352 and
D374) and the adenine ring (e.g., P379) are spatially shifted
from the crystal structure (Fig. 1).
In the crystal structures of RadA, one or two potassium
ions are found at the binding site of the g-phosphate of
ATP (5,6). In the modeled structure of Rad51, we placed
one or two potassium ions at the same positions as those
of RadA (Fig. 1). Next, we performed multiple MD simula-
tions with and without the potassium ions to examine how
the potassium ions stabilize the dimer structure of Rad51
(Table 1).Potassium ions stabilize Rad51 dimer
Throughout the MD simulations, individual domains, i.e.,
the N-terminal and core domains, of the Rad51 dimer
were stable (Fig. S3). In contrast, the relative arrangements
of the two protomers in the dimer exhibited significant vari-
ation depending on simulation conditions. The RMSDs of
the two core domains in the dimer structure from the initial
model are plotted in Fig. 2. In the simulations containing
two Kþ ions (simulation K2NATPIM in Table 1) and one
Kþ ion (simulation K1NATPIM), the relative arrangements
of the two protomers were stable during the simulations.
In simulation K2NATPIM, an interaction network involving
two Kþ ions was retained throughout the simulation
(Fig. 3 A). Specifically, two Kþ ions mediated the interac-
tions of the g-phosphate with the backbone of H352 and
FIGURE 2 RMSD of the core domains of the Rad51 dimer from the
initial structures in the first run (panel A) and second run (panel B) of simu-
lations K2NATPIM (blue), K1NATPIM (red), K0NATPIM (green), K2NADPþPiIM
(cyan), K2NADPIM (orange), and K2N-IM (gray). The dark green line in
panel B indicates the third run of K0NATPIM. In simulations containing
Kþ ions, core domains were stable. In contrast, the Kþ-free simulations
exhibited large deviations from the modeled structure.
Modeling and Molecular Dynamics of Rad51 1559with the side chain of D374, and the side chain of H352
formed a direct or water-mediated hydrogen bond to the
g-phosphate (Figs. 3 A and 4 A). Thus, in Rad51, two Kþ
ions and the phosphate of ATP functions as glue between
adjacent protomers through interactions with the P-loop of
protomer A and two residues, H352 and D374, of protomer
B. In simulation K1NATPIM, because one of the Kþ ions was
missing, the Kþ-mediated interaction involving the g-phos-
phate became weak. Therefore, the protomer interface in the
vicinity of the g-phosphate became open, as indicated by the
distance between the Ca atoms of D374 in protomer B and
K191 (the central residue of the P-loop motif) in protomer A
(Figs. 3 B and 4 B). In contrast, the Kþ-unbound simulation,
K0NATPIM, showed that the binding site of the g-phosphateFIGURE 3 Effects of Kþ on the stability of the ATP-g-phosphate binding site
simulations K2NATPIM (A), K1NATPIM (B), and K0NATPIM (C) are shown. The das
is used as an indicator of the opening of the interface. In panel A, a hydrogen bo
actions involving Kþ ions are shown in yellow lines. In simulations containing tw
chain of H352 formed a water-mediated hydrogen bond with the g-phosphate.
ATP-binding site.became substantially open (Fig. 3 C). The relative arrange-
ment of the two protomers also changed significantly
(Fig. 2), whereas the binding at the polymerization motif
was rigidly retained (Fig. 4 C). This large displacement
was probably a result of the absence of mediation by Kþ
ions for the interaction between the phosphate and D374.
In simulation K0NATPIM, D374 formed a new salt bridge
with R188 (the fourth residue of the P-loop motif,
GXXXXGKT/S) of protomer A (Fig. S4). Because R188
initially formed a salt bridge with E380, R188 switched an
interaction partner from E380 to D374. The salt bridge
between R188 and D374 is also found in the crystal struc-
ture of yeast Rad51, suggesting that the salt bridge is a stable
configuration in the Kþ-unbound state. Consequently, the
simulations with and without Kþ ions indicate that Kþ
ions lead to the stable interactions of the ATP phosphate
with the adjacent protomer of Rad51.
As another factor that impacts on stabilization of ATP-
Rad51 interactions, the side chain of R357 was examined.
By simple alternation of the side chain rotamer, the charged
moiety of R357 can occupy the Kþ location. To examine
this possibility, we modified the rotamer of R357 so that
the side chain was oriented toward the ATP g-phosphate
in the modeled structure (Fig. S5). We then carried out
MD simulations of the modified model without bound Kþ
ions. In the MD simulations, the opening motion at the
ATP-phosphate binding site was observed in a similar
manner to the Kþ-free simulation K0NATPIM, and the side
chain of R357 tended to return to the original configuration,
possibly due to interactions with E182 (Fig. S5). These
results also indicate crucial roles of Kþ ions in the stabiliza-
tion of the active form of Rad51.
To complement the MD simulations, electrostatic ener-
gies were calculated for the modeled structures with and
without the bound Kþ ions. Clearly, the bound Kþ ions
stabilize the electrostatic energies. Compared with the Kþ-
unbound structure, the Kþ ions decrease ~250 kcal/mol of. The final structures of the ATP-g-phosphate binding site in the first runs of
hed line indicates the distance between the Ca atoms of D374 and K191 that
nd between H352 and the g-phosphate is shown with the red line, and inter-
o Kþ ions, the ATP-binding site was tight. In the case of one Kþ ion, the side
In contrast, the Kþ-free simulation exhibited a large opening motion at the
Biophysical Journal 104(7) 1556–1565
FIGURE 4 Effects of Kþ on the interactions between the two protomers
of the dimer. In panel A, distances between the side chain of H352 and the
g-phosphate of ATP are shown. In panel B, distances between the Ca atoms
of D374 and K191 are shown as an indicator of the opening of the dimer
interface. In panel C, distances between the side chains of F144 and
A250 in the polymerization-motif binding site are shown. The colors of
the lines in all panels indicate simulations K2NATPIM (blue), K1NATPIM
(red), and K0NATPIM (green). Solid and dashed lines represent the results
of the first and second runs, respectively. The third run of simulation
K0NATPIM is indicated by solid dark green lines.
1560 Kokabu and Ikeguchielectrostatic energies. In contrast, the modification of the
R357 rotamer only slightly stabilizes the electrostatic ener-
gies. These results were consistent with the MD simulations.
For comparison, we also calculated the electrostatic ener-
gies of other P-loop containing ATPases and GTPases.
The details are described in the Discussion section.
Interestingly, E221, which is conserved among P-loop-
containing ATPases and is supposed to play a role in
activating a water molecule in ATP hydrolysis (28), occa-
sionally formed a salt bridge with R308 in MD simulations
(Fig. S6). Due to the salt bridge, the side chain of E221 was
oriented away from the g-phosphate of ATP. This interac-
tion may cause the reduction of ATPase activity. In the
RecA crystal structure, the arginine residue corresponding
to R308 participates in interactions with the phosphate of
the DNA backbone. Upon DNA binding, the salt bridge
between E221 and R308 should be broken, and free
E221 may increase ATPase activity. Thus, this salt bridge
may be an explanation of low ATPase activity in the
absence of DNA. However, to confirm the hypothesis,
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics studies for ATP
hydrolysis and/or mutagenesis experiments should be
performed.Biophysical Journal 104(7) 1556–1565Adenine ring of ATP also mediate dimer
interactions
The adenine ring of ATP also mediates the interactions
between adjacent protomers of Rad51. Both sides of the
adenine ring are packed by R228 of protomer A and
P379 of protomer B (Fig. 1). In all of the nucleotide-Kþ-
bound simulations starting from the modeled structure,
the interactions of the adenine ring were stable throughout
the simulations (Fig. 5, A and B). In contrast, in the nucle-
otide-free simulation K2N-IM, the position of P379 of pro-
tomer B changed significantly (Fig. 5 C and Fig. S7),
suggesting that interactions of the adenine ring are crucial
for the relative arrangement of the two protomers in the
active form of the Rad51. To confirm this result, an addi-
tional simulation (K2NATPIC) was conducted starting from
the crystal structure of Rad51, in which P379 is shifted
and apart from the adenine ring (Fig. 1). After ~40 ns in
simulation K2NATPIC (~10 ns in the second run), P379
was spontaneously in contact with the adenine ring of
ATP (Fig. 5 D and Fig. S8). Consequently, our simulations
suggest the interaction between P379 and the adenine ring
contributes to the formation of the active filament of
Rad51.ATP hydrolysis destabilizes Rad51 dimer
Next, to investigate the effects of ATP hydrolysis on dimer
stability, we conducted two MD simulations with ADP þ
Pi (K2NADPþPiIM) and ADP (K2NADPIM). In the initial
model of simulation K2NADPþPiIM, which approximated
the nucleotide state immediately after ATP hydrolysis, we
replaced ATP with ADP and Pi; for this replacement, the
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics study of ATP
hydrolysis in the F1-ATPase that belongs to the same super-
family as Rad51 was consulted (28). For comparison, we
performed an MD simulation including only ADP without
Pi. The RMSD of the two core domains in simulations
K2NADPþPiIM and K2NADPIM were slightly larger than
those of the ATP and Kþ-bound simulations (K2NATPIM
and K1NATPIM) (Fig. 2), and the distances between D374
and K191 were larger than those of simulation K2NATPIM
(Figs. 4 B and 6 A). These findings indicate that the inter-
protomer interface at the g-phosphate-binding site became
open (Fig. 6 B). To characterize the opening motions in the
ADP-bound simulations, we performed PCA for the trajec-
tories of simulations K2NATPIM, K2NADPþPiIM, and
K2NADPIM. Because the core domain of protomer A was
used for the structural alignment and the core domain of
protomer B was used for calculation of the covariance
matrix as described in the Methods, the principal modes
in this analysis represent major motions of protomer B rela-
tive to protomer A. In this PCA, we do not intend to extract
breathing motions during the simulations but to charac-
terize the opening motions in K2NADPþPiIM and K2NADPIM.
FIGURE 5 The adenine ring of ATP mediates interactions between adjacent protomers. In panel A, distances between the centers of mass of the P379 side
chain (protomer B) and of the adenine ring of ATP are shown. In panel B, distances between the centers of mass of the R228 side chain (protomer A) and of
the adenine ring of ATP are shown. In panelC, displacements of the Ca of P379 (protomer B) from the initial position during simulations are shown. In panels
A–C, the colors of the lines indicate simulations K2NATPIM (blue), K1NATPIM (red), K0NATPIM (green), and K2N-IM (gray). In panel D, in simulation
K2NATPIC starting from the crystal structure, distances between the centers of mass of the P379 side chain (protomer B) and of the adenine ring of ATP
are shown. The spontaneous binding of P379 to the adenine ring was observed. Solid and dashed lines represent the results of the first and second runs,
respectively. The third run of simulation K0NATPIM is indicated by solid dark green lines.
Modeling and Molecular Dynamics of Rad51 1561Fig. 7 A shows that the first principal component (PC1) rep-
resenting the largest motions discriminates the post-hydro-
lysis trajectories (K2NADPþPiIM and K2NADPIM) from the
prehydrolysis trajectory (K2NATPIM). Structural transitions
in posthydrolysis trajectories took place during the first
10–20 ns. The cosine contents of PC1 of trajectories
K2NADPþPiIM (9%) and K2NADPIM (41%) in the first run
are not very high, indicating that the motions of posthydrol-
ysis trajectories are different from the random diffusion on
a flat potential surface. However, the directions of PC1 and
PC2 in the second run were swapped in comparison to the
directions in the first run (Fig. S9), suggesting that the
opening motions are stochastic rather than deterministic.
The directions of PC1 and PC2 are depicted in Fig. 7 C.
To visualize the PC1 and PC2 motions of the Rad51 proto-
mer in the Rad51-dsDNA filament, the filament model was
constructed by superimposing the average dimer structure
onto the crystal structure of the RecA-dsDNA complex
and replacing RecA protomers with Rad51 protomers.
The directions of the PC modes appear to correspond to
dissociation directions of a terminal Rad51 protomer
from DNA. Because the phosphate of the bound ATP is
oriented toward the DNA (see Fig. 7 C), the opening
motion at the ATP-phosphate binding site may initiate
dissociation of a terminal protomer from the nucleoprotein
filament. This observation is consistent with single-mole-
cule experiments in which Rad51 protomers dissociate
from the terminus of the filament after ATP hydrolysis
(29). However, because our simulations did not include
DNA, effects of ATP hydrolysis on Rad51-DNA bindingshould be investigated using simulations of the Rad51-
DNA complex in the future.DISCUSSION
Our simulation results indicated that one or two Kþ ions
stabilize the Rad51 active form and are consistent with
experimental data. Although Rad51 exhibits weak strand
exchange activity compared with RecA in vitro, salts can
stimulate the strand exchange activity of human Rad51
(30). This strand exchange stimulation in human Rad51 is
dependent on the cation component of salts. The NH4
þ or
Kþ cations can stimulate the strand exchange, whereas the
Naþ cation is incapable of stimulating the strand exchange.
In a recent EM study, the human Rad51 filament exhibits the
relatively short helical pitch of ~86 A˚ without salts. In
contrast, by adding salts containing the NH4
þ or Kþ cation,
the helical pitch is extended to ~110 A˚, which corresponds
to the active form, suggesting that the cations stabilize the
active form of human Rad51 (31). Yeast Rad51 also exhibits
a requirement of KCl in its strand exchange reaction (32). In
addition to monovalent cations, the divalent Ca2þ cation
also stimulates the strand exchange reaction of human
Rad51 (33) by stabilizing the active form of the human
Rad51 filament (34). However, Ca2þ does not stimulate
the strand exchange activity of yeast Rad51, although
most of the residues in the ATP-binding site are conserved
between the two species.
The ATPase activity is also affected by the cation compo-
nent. In archaeal recombinase RadA, DNA-stimulatedBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1556–1565
FIGURE 6 Opening of the dimer interface in ADP-bound simulations. In
panel A, distances between the Ca atoms of D374 and K191 in simulations
K2NADPþPiIM (green) and K2NADPIM (red) are shown. Solid and dashed
lines represent the results of the first and second runs, respectively. In panel
B, the ATP-binding site of the final structure in simulation K2NADPIM of the
first run is shown. Red lines indicate interactions involving Kþ ions. The
dashed line is drawn to indicate the distance between D374 and K191.
FIGURE 7 PCA for trajectories of the ADP-bound simulations. Projec-
tions of snapshots onto PC1 and PC2 in the first run of simulations
K2NATPIM (blue), K2NADPþPiIM (green), and K2NADPIM (red) are shown
in panels A and B, respectively. PC1 discriminates the posthydrolysis trajec-
tories (K2NADPþPiIM and K2NADPIM) from the prehydrolysis trajectory
(K2NATPIM). The cosine contents of PC1 in K2NATPIM, K2NADPþPiIM,
and K2NADPIM are 34%, 9%, and 41%, respectively. The cosine contents
of PC2 in K2NATPIM, K2NADPþPiIM, and K2NADPIM are 0.2%, 6%, and
28%, respectively. In panel C, the directions of PC1 (red lines) and PC2
(blue lines) are shown in the Rad51-dsDNA filament (3  square root of
eigen values). The filament model was constructed by superimposing the
average dimer structure onto the crystal structure of the RecA-dsDNA
complex and replacing RecA protomers with Rad51 protomers. The bound
ATP in the dimer was shown in stick representation.
1562 Kokabu and IkeguchiATPase activity requires the Kþ cation (5). No ATPase
activity was observed in the presence of salts containing
the Naþ cation. However, human Rad51 exhibits the
ATPase activity even in the presence of NaCl (30). It should
be noted that the increase in ATPase activity does not always
enhance the strand exchange activity. For instance, Ca2þ
reduces the ATPase activity of human Rad51 but enhances
the strand exchange activity (33). Ca2þ appears to maintain
the active form of the Rad51 filament by reducing the ATP
hydrolysis rate.
DNA binding also affects the ATPase activity of Rad51
and RadA (5,30). Although our simulation did not include
DNA, our simulation results suggest possible linkages
between the DNA- and ATP-binding sites. In our simula-
tions, Kþ ions stabilized interactions between the g-phos-
phate of ATP and the H352-containing a-helix in the
downstream region of the L2 loop that is crucial for DNA
binding. In the RadA crystal structures with low Kþ concen-
trations or in the presence of ADP instead of AMP-PNP, the
corresponding a-helix is disordered (6). By stabilizing the
L2 loop and the downstream a-helix, DNA binding may
affect the ATPase activity of Rad51. In addition, our simu-
lation suggests that R308 could potentially regulate ATPBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1556–1565activity by the salt bridge with E221 that activates a water
molecule in ATP hydrolysis as described in the Results
section.
In vivo, in addition to cations, other factors such as medi-
ators have effects on Rad51 strand exchange activity. For
FIGURE 9 Electrostatic energies of P-loop containing ATPases and
GTPases decreased due to positive charges supplied by the arginine and
lysine fingers of adjacent protomers and Kþ ions. Relative energies to those
without the supplied positive charges are shown. Electrostatic energies were
calculated using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. In RecA, Ras_RasGAP,
and F1ATPase, mutants of lysine and arginine fingers were compared with
their wild-types. In RadA and Rad51, structures with one or two Kþ ions in
the ATP-binding site were compared with those in the absence of bound Kþ
ions. Rad51 with the modified configuration of R357 in the absence of the
Kþ ion was also compared.
Modeling and Molecular Dynamics of Rad51 1563instance, the protein complex, Swi5-Sfr1, which is con-
served from fission yeast to human, stabilizes the active
form of fission yeast Rad51 and enhances the ATPase
activity of Rad51 (35–37).
In our simulations, one of the Kþ ions mediated interac-
tions between the g-phosphate of ATP and D374, belong to
the adjacent protomer. The other Kþ ion interacted with
both the ATP g-phosphate and the H352 backbone of the
adjacent protomer. Recognition of the ATP phosphate by
the adjacent protomer is a common feature among P-loop-
containing ATPases and GTPases (Fig. S1). In the bacterial
recombinase RecA, two lysine side chains of the adjacent
protomer recognize the phosphate of ATP (Fig. 8) (9). Simi-
larly, in ATP synthase, an arginine side chain of an adjacent
subunit directly interacts with the phosphate of ATP (10). In
Rasp21, which functions in signal transduction, an arginine
side chain of a binding partner, GTPase-activating protein
(GAP), binds to the phosphate of ATP (11). Thus, recogni-
tion of the nucleotide phosphate by a moiety of an adjacent
protomer is shared among these P-loop containing ATPases
and GTPases. In the case of Rad51 as well as RadA, two Kþ
ions, H352 and D374 play roles in recognition of the nucle-
otide phosphate. To confirm stabilization of ATP-protein
interactions by supplying positive charges, we counted the
number of charged residues of these P-loop containing
ATPases in the vicinity of the ATP phosphate. Even
including the supplied positive charges of adjacent proto-
mers and cations, the net charge in the vicinity of the ATP
phosphate is slightly negative, suggesting that the supplied
positive charges contribute to stabilizing ATP-protein inter-
actions (Table S2). Electrostatic energies calculated using
the Poisson-Boltzmann equation also clearly indicate that
the supplied positive charges stabilized the complex struc-
ture (Fig. 9), consistent with our MD simulations. Interest-FIGURE 8 Comparison between the ATP-binding sites of the final struc-
ture of the K2NATPIM simulation (cyan) and RecA (PDB code 3CMW,
green). The Kþ ions (orange spheres) in the simulation structure and the
lysine side chains of RecA are located in similar positions.ingly, in paralogs of human Rad51, D316, which
corresponds to D374 of yeast Rad51, is mutated to lysine
(31). EM of the human Rad51 D316K mutant showed that
even without salts, the helical pitch is ~110 A˚, correspond-
ing to the active form. In the crystal structure of the RadA
D302K mutant, in which D302 corresponds to D374 of
yeast Rad51 and D316 of human Rad510, K302 directly
interacts with the ATP g-phosphate. These experimental
results are clearly consistent with our simulation results.
Very recently, molecular modeling and MD simulations
of human Rad51 were reported (34). This work focused
on Ca2þ and Mg2þ ions rather than the Kþ ions we studied
for this work. The researchers found that when a Ca2þ or
Mg2þ ion was missing from the vicinity of the g-phosphate
of ATP, local structures close to the g-phosphate became
unstable. Considering that the charge of a Ca2þ ion is the
same as that of two Kþ ions, their results are in good agree-
ment with our results. However, Ca2þ does not stimulate the
strand exchange activity of yeast Rad51 in contrast to
human Rad51 (33), as described previously. Interestingly,
in RadA, a crystal structure in which one Ca2þ ion is bound
to the same position as two Kþ ions has been reported (7).
In summary, we constructed a dimer model of Rad51 in
the active form of the filament using homology modeling
techniques, and performed MD simulations from the
modeled structures with explicit solvent. We found two
crucial interaction networks involving ATP: one is an inter-
action network among the g-phosphate of ATP, Kþ ions,
H352, and D374; the other is among the adenine ring of
ATP, R228, and P379. We also investigated how ATP hydro-
lysis affects the connection of the two protomers in theBiophysical Journal 104(7) 1556–1565
1564 Kokabu and Ikeguchiactive form of Rad51. In the MD simulation starting from
a structure mimicking the state immediately after ATP
hydrolysis, the interaction network involving the phosphate
of ATP was significantly perturbed, resulting in an opening
motion at the dimer interface. This opening motion occurred
in the direction in which the terminal protomer dissociated
from DNA. These results support that one of the functional
roles of ATP g-phosphate and Kþ is as glue between the
protomers in the active form of Rad51.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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